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Transcranial electrical stirnulator producing
high arnplitude pulses and pulse trains

V. Suihko*f{ and llanau Eskotaf
tRignlt Ganit lBtituta Ta@n tlnimily ol Tbh@l4g R) Bd 592,
flN BlOt TMq.o nhbhd
ITdtuW UliMi, Hospitdl, PO Box 20U), tIN - y521 Tdqpqq Ftnlaaa

Transcran:ial elzctrbal stimulatian can be used, for cliniral
inoestigations oftht caltral neruous slstern anl for monikning
of motor ncfle tra.ts duing surgical oPatutions. We uish"l, to
red,rlre thz pain L ohted, uith th-e transcraninl ?lzctrif,al
stimul.atimt and ta improoe thz lll,{ulness oJ the nuthod Jor
nanitoring dtring surgical opfiatim$. A dedicaud tran^t
caanial electrbal stimulatm uas dzsigncd h@ing specbl
feahtres ta ftd re the pain sensatbn and tht na.r,e blaching
dect ol anaAtthztics. It prwides constarLl dnrsnt an.l ctnstant
1)ollage stimul/rtiotl pub$ uith vay shmt d,uration and, higlt.
amllihulc. Thz puke length it adjustabb in thz range oJ 15 to
l25 ps, uhilz thz maxinurnl anphtuda t lqn V and I A for
wkage ond afient stinulatiorl findzs, re$pecthreb. Special

featufts in.ludtd high.ftpetition-rutz p ls? /:,ains 150-
2000 PuAa s ' ) and a three"lnbod,e stimulation co\figufli.
titn. We swest that thz ebctri.cal trans.aanial stimulati.on hes
tha pobntial to be & relatiteb pdinlzss nqthod, Jor nltiru
cliniral irtuestigatians and a reliabb mzthnd Jor mmitoring
dlrring surgery.

Introductiotr

Electrical transcranial stimulation of the motor cortex is
a useful non-in?sive method for assessing conduction
in motor pathwals. It can be used for clinical investiga-
tions with conscious patients [1, 2] and for monitoring
during surgical operations [3-5]. The merhod &?s
inftoduced in 1980 by Merton and Morton [6]. They
discharged a high voltage capaciror rhrough stimulating
electrodes attached over the motor cortex on the scalp.
These single electric shocls elicited twitch-like move-
ments of associated muscles without undue discomfort-
A high amplitude (up to 1000 \) vras needed to
penetrate the poorly conducting skr 1, and the short
pulse duration (approximately 10 /s) was beneficial in
reducing th€ pain involved with the stimulation [7].

The capacimr discharge pulse has a shape with a fast
spike foltowed by an exponenrially decaying tail.
Zenmer and Neunuller [8] presented a modificatio
to this shape. They interrupted r}Ie pulse alier ,10 or
70;a fiom the beginning, thus cutting rhe low
amplitude tail. This &odificarion reduced the pain
sensation but did not afrect the motor responses. They
concluded that the low amplitude tail of the pulse did
not contribute to the cortical exciration but did

increase the pain. Generatly, short high-amplitude
pulses are preferred because of the faster acti tion of
the pyramidal neurons as compared to the sensory
receptors of the scalp [7]. I-ong low-amplitude pulses
obtainable fiom standard elecroneuromyographic
devices have also been tesred [9, l0].

Rossini s, al [11] presented a unifocal stimulat_ion
technique. A single anode \ras placed over the motor
area, and the caihode consisted of 12 interconnected
electrodes placed at regular inter ls around the head.
By using this technique it v\,as possible to elicit motor
responses to lowamplitude square wave stimtrlation
ptnses (55-155 V, 50-150 lrs). Furriermore, rhe test
subjects mted the unifocal technique signiGcandy more
tolerable. Unifocal srimulation induces current flowing
in the same direction as the pramidal axons leaving
the cortex uzl. This is likely r}Ie reason for the better
efrectiveness as compared to bipolar stimulation.
However, for successfirl implemenration of the techni-
que, t}Ie impedances of tlle large number of electodes
mrxt be carefully balanced, which involves considerable
preparation work. Similar, if not identical, current
distibution can t'e achieved by usinB olrly rwo inter-
connected electrodes placed on opposite sides of the
head [12,,13]. Therefore, dre same excitation efrec-
tiveness can be obtained with the three-electrode as
with the unifocal technique.

Some surgical operations involve risk of permanerlt
injury on sensory and motor newe Eacs. Senmry
evoked potentials (SEP) are commonly monitored
during operations in order to give an early .waming
about a condition, which would, if prolonged, lead to
permanent damage [14, 15]. However, sensory and
motor pathwap are located in ditrerent parts of rhe
spinal cord and have a separate blood supply. Thus,
SEP monitoring alone may fail to indicate the loss of
motor fiurction. The electrical transcradal stimulation
method has b€en tested for monitoring of motor
evoked potentials (MEP). Unfortunately, it has been
reported that *re use of halogenated anaesthetics have
led to impairment or complete loss of MEPs [16, l7].
T^niguchi et aL [8] reported thal rhe impairmenr w?s
reduced, if not removed, by using fast pulse trains
instead of single pulses. Taniguchi s, al us€d direct
electrical stimulation of er?osed cortex, but the same
principle can be expected to work also with ts-anscEnial
stimdation [19, 20].

After the introduction of the magnetic stirnulation
method [21], interest in developing the electrical
transcranial stimulation has diminished considerablv:
the electrical stimutation still causes pain sensation dr
discomfort, whereas the magenetic stimulation is*Adnr 
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considered parnless. However, the electrical stimulation
method has some benefits over the magnetic method
[22]. Electrical u:anscranial stimulation has better
focusability and repetitiveness. Electrical stimulators
are cheap, light devices conu-ary to rnagnetic stimula-
tors, which are rather healy and exPensive. Differe[t
\^,aveforms can be produced more readilywith electrical
stimul,atols. Magnetic stimulation in the operating
theatre causes disturbance to other electronic devices
and may afiect various metallic parts. Furthermore, dle
neurophysiological mechanisms, by which the electrical
and magneEc transcranial stimulaEon elicit the motor
responses, have differences [23-25].

The aim of the work presented in this paper was to
reduce the pain involved with the transcranial electrical
stimulation, and to develop a stimulation method which
is easy to use in rourjne clinical investigations-
Furdrermore, we wished to enhance the applicability
of the method for motor monitorin8 during surgery.
Pain has signficance even with rhis application, because
control recordings may be required before and after
the opemtion, and they would be registered from
consciorB patients.

Methods

We designed and consmrcted a dedicated transcrrmial
electrical stimulator. It provided stimulus pulses and
electrode configumEons, which were based on our
theoretical r€sults and clinical e+edments [26]. The
construction was designed considering dre safety
requirements for neural trrnscutaneous stimulators.
The electrical safety and the emitted radio frequency
interference of the prototype were inspected at the
State Research center of Finlartd (VTT)- The electrical
safety was inspected according to the EN 60601-l
standard excluding tests of a destructive nature, and
the interference 1!aa measured acording to the EN
55011 standard.

The following assumptions were used as the basis of the
design:

r Short stimulus pulse lengths are optimal. Thick
pFamidal cells have short time constants, betlveen
40 to 50 /s. Thus, lengthening the stimulus pulse
to longer than 100 gs hardly affeca the required
stimulation amplitude; longer pulses would only
increase *re intensity ofdre pain sensation caused
by t]te stimulation.

. High stimulation amplitude is required. The bony
skull is a very good electrical insulator, and only a
small palt of the stimulation current flovi,lng
beween the elecuodes enters the brain. The
stimulus strength cannot be increased by using
very long pulses (see above) , tlus, high arnplitude
is needed to induce sufEcient cun:ent into dre
brain.

. Constant crurent pulses give more controlled
stimulus thaa constant voltzge pulses. The elec-
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trode-skrn imp€dance varies with the voltage level.
It may change as a fimcuon of time even with a
constant voltag€ level. Therefore, the stimulus
strength produced by constant voltage stimulation
is uncertain and cannot be reproduced. Ihe
stimulus strength produced by the constant
current stimulation is more conrolled, as the
impedance riations are actively compensated by
*re stimulator circuitrr,.

. The MEP depressing effect caused by halogenated
anaesthetics may be overcome by using pulse
trains with a hiSh repedlion rate.

. The required strmulus strength can be reduced by
using the three-electrode configuiation.

Results

The constructed stimulator produces a single rectan-
gular voltage or cwrent pulses, and pulse trains
consisting of two to eight puls€s. The user calr adjust
dle pulse duration, the number of pulses, and the
repeflUon rate over a wide range, which enables
experiments widr different stimulation parameters.
The pulse length can be selected in the runge of 15
to 125 ps, and the interval between the pulses in a oain
in rhe range of 0.5 to 20 ms (corresponding repeition
rate of 50 to 2000 pulses s- ' ).

The circuitry is simple. The device consists of conEol
circuitry, power supply, and output stages. The basic
construction of the output stage is presented in figure
l. The method to control the output amplitude
depends on the chosen stimulus modality, which can
be constant voltage or constant curre[t stimulation.
With a constaot voltage stimulation mode, the output
amplinrde is adjusted by changing the voltage level of
the high voltage souce. The high voltage is produced
widr a pulse width modulated power supply. The user
a4iusts a reference signal to confol the output
voltage. Transiston in the output stages openrte as
simple ON-OFT switches; they are switched on
during the stimulation with a control puke to the
gate terminal, However, the maxjmum stimulation
curent $ limited by the tiansistors. This is accom-
plished by setting an appropriate voltage level for dre
gate control Pulses.

Widl constant current stimulation mode the high
voltage level is kept constant at the maximum. In tiis
cas€, the transistors operate as voltage controlled
cuirent sources: the level of the gate voltage determines
t}re strength of the curreot that is allowed to flow
drough the transistors. The transistor Q4 (figure 1)
continuously adjuss the voltage over the primary
winding of the transformer T2 (figure 1), so ihat the
current is kept constant at a level determined by the
gate voltage.

To ensure patient safety, isolating pulse transformers
are used in the output stages. This provides a flodting
patient connection, which ensures that the current fed
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Figrn 1. Stinulator adput circuitry. A st ikhzd. nadz pouer suppb prouidcs the ad,jlltt bb higl ooltage source (0- JoO I). Tuo
artpui stalges (onl, ow ilhstratuA) fad, thz a.nent to a Patient thraqh an outry tra$istar, Q4, and, an i:oktlim transJormer, 72.
Thz slirnulator can operate i.n constant aohage or in constant anrrant mod,e. With thz cotltkrnt ohage modz the drtput amplitudz is
anjustzd b adjurting thz high.aoltnge sutrce oohage boel. U1, E and. T1 charge C3 until the dzsired oohage b)el. uhich is set b)
VOLTACE-REF, i:reached.Ilthe 6et decaeaies the aollage sefting C3 is d,bcharged. through Q2 ntil thz datired, l@el is reachzd as
dalzcted b U . tlilh,he constant curent madz tfu otttpll.t transisLtr W o?erarzs $ a constant aorent yrurce anl tht sutput
amplitudz * ad,ju:ted b adjwting thz trawisttt gau oohage (CURRENT_REF). Thz atu'lagz slnitch Q) i: slt itched, on duing tha

Puka Afu thz puke tlu gate charge m Q4 ts ranowd lllrough A. n ca6es a smav reue$e aoltage ooer the primary uinding alcr
a stimulu: puha afhi: Wrin?: a. ra|tn ft:et of thz maguth eore alltu ing ft sl unipolar puke train:. Thz ht)o output steges ar€
cunnzctzd, in seriA, ta provilz bipolar ot in Parallzl ta Prouide lhreeabctrodz stimulat ttt.

by the stimulator cannot leak through some other
device or patient connection. A floating patient
connection is mandatory in tr_anscranial electic stimu-
lators due to the high currents involved, and because
fie patient is also connected to other devices (e.9.
electromyographic device) during the stimulation. The
transformers were constructed with Siemens R50 ferrite
toroids. The primary winding consisted of500 tums and
the secondary winding of 850 turns of 0.35 mm copper

The stimulator has two separate output stages, which
can be intemally connected in series to produce bipolar
stimulation, or in parallel to produce dfee-electrode
stimulation. The maximum aplitude of each stage is
resticted to 500 V or 1 A thus the maximum a.vailatle
amplitude is 1000 V or I A with bipolar stjmulation,
and 500 V or 2 A with three-electrode stimulation. The
maximum energy per pulse delivered is 100 mJ.
Normally, ha]f of dre maximum stimulus strength is
sumcient for the purpose.

The control circuitry allows dre r.tser to adjust ihe
stimulus parameters, accepts an extemal or a mairual
trigger, and detects failure to deliver the stimulus.
The user is warned about two different fa states, one
with each stimulation mode: the failure to deliver
adjusted stimulation current with the constant current
stimulation, and the maximum current limit with the
constant voltage stimulation. These fail states are

detected by probing the voltage level on the primary
winding of dre isolating pulse Eansformer dudng the
stimulus pulse. The condition for a current fail is that
the maximum a\,ailable supply voltage is used to drive
the curren! to t}te patienl In this case the E_ansistor
drives the voliage very close to ground level on the
other primary terminal of the transformer (frgure 1,
SENSE2). The conditio[ for a current timit is that the
whole available supply voltage is not used to dr:ive dre
current to the patient In this case the traisistor
limits the curent so that the voltage in the primary
terminal is well above the ground level (figure 1,
SENSE2). Hence, loosened electrodes will cause a
current fail indication with constant curent stimula-
tion, and a short circuit condition (e.9. due to
moisture) will cause a current limit indication with
constant voltage strmulation. Ihe device does not
accept an external or a manual trigger before three
seconds has elapsed from &e previous stimulus. This
prevenb accidental condnuous stimulus and limits the
ine.gy ore, time to 33 mJ s-1.

Figure 2 presens the stimulation current waveform for
constant.current and constant-voltage stimulation
modes of ow stimulator, The waveforms were mea-
sured on a 500 O resistive load.

The stimulator fulfilled the requirements placed by the
EN 60601-1 and EN 55011 standards. However. it was'
noted that the maximum a.lailable output amplitude
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H
50 Ps

Fig.re 2. Sti.mularimt . fient uilh biPolar transcranial
stinuLrtit n uith (a) constant aolrage mndz and, (b) conrtant
aotent nadz. Thc ua e fornls TLwe mea"nned, utith a lzst laad,
of 500 A. Thz anpbtude setting uas 400 V anl, 400 nA tnith
aonstarlt toltdge anal constant drrrenl nad4 nsqutbeb.

exceeds the limit recommended for tEnscutaneous
nerve stimulators (IEC 601-2-f0), namely 500 V. Thus,
this q?e of stinulator is suited only for the specified
PurPose.

Discussion

In this paper a design of an elecEical transcmnial
stimulator is presented. Our stimulator delivers con-
stant current ard voltage pulses with a high amplitude
and a short duration. Eitler single pulses or pulse trains
can be used, and tlree-electrode as well as bipolar
stimulation is possible.

When using a voltzge stimulation, lariation in the inter-
electrode impedance will resr t in a lariation of the
total stimulation current, which in nrm results in a
rariation of the conical strmulauon currenl Thus, with
voltage stimulation the relation between t}le stimulation
amplitude and the cortical excitation is not accurately
known. The same electrode impedance may be dimcdt
to reproduce, and it may wen change during the
course of the investigation. This problem can be
partially overcome by measuring the cuirent during
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the voltage stimulation [27]. However, current stimual-
tion seems to be more reproducible and consistent than
voltage stimulation. This is especially importznt in
monitoring applicatioN in operating theares.

Unifocal stimulation induces less pain and is able to
excite the brain with a lower stimulation amplitude
than bipolar stimulation but is impractical due to the
large nurnber of electrodes that need to be fixed. The
three-electrode technique may provide a useful com-
promise between low pain and ease of use: the number
of electrodes is low and, when using constant current
stimulation, balancing of fie electrode impedances is
r1ot critical. The output circuity of our stimulator
supports the use of the three-€lectrode stimulation
technique.

The stimulauon amplitude a\'ailable from the stimula-
tor may seem very high as compared to general purpose
transcutaneous stimulators. However, due to the very
short duration of the pulse, *re energy delivered per
pulse is weII below the maximum level, 300 rqj,
recommended for transcutaneous nerve stimulators
(AAMI f980). It should also be noted that the
regiso.ation of motor evoked potentials does not
require any averaging: a single stimulus elicits a clear
muscle response in the millivolt range. Only a few
stimulus pulses per site are needed in clinical investiga-
tions, and one or two to check the state of the motor
pathwals during operations. Thus, dre total energy
delivered during investigations is low. Furthermore, the
net charge injected through the electrodes is very low in
comparison with, for example, functional elecn-ical
stimulation, and *rere is no charge accumulation as the
time intelld between the puJses is long. Thus, there is
Iro need to rxe biphasic stimulation pulses. Electrical
transcranial stimulation has been successfully applied
for over fifteen years without report of adverse effects.

We have tested the stimulator botl in the measurement
of cenu'al motor conduction time and in monitoring
during anaesthesia. Our experience with these pre-
liminary tests is *rat the use of constant current pulses
provides a more conffolled transcmnial electrical
stimulation technique. We believe that t}Ie method
ensures reliable recordings having its role especially in
oPerating thearres.

The critical component for the performance of the
sumulator is the isolation transformer used in the
output stage. The design presented in this paper wzs
based on readily alailable components, and is by no
means optimal. The small aNailable flux density change
in t}le ferrite core results in large size and a high
number of winding tums. Better performance can be
achieved by usiog a suitable high permeability aUoy as a
traDsformer core material in a stacked *rin plate_design
[28].
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